Ordered subsets Bayesian tomographic reconstruction using 2-D smoothing splines as priors.
The ordered subsets expectation maximization (OS-EM) algorithm has enjoyed considerable interest for accelerating the well-known EM algorithm for emission tomography. The OS principle has also been applied to several regularized EM algorithms, such as nonquadratic convex minimization-based maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithms. However, most of these methods have not been as practical as OS-EM due to their complex optimization methods and difficulties in hyperparameter estimation. We note here that, by relaxing the requirement of imposing sharp edges and using instead useful quadratic spline priors, solutions are much easier to compute, and hyperparameter calculation becomes less of a problem. In this work, we use two-dimensional smoothing splines as priors and apply a method of iterated conditional modes for the optimization. In this case, step sizes or line-search algorithms necessary for gradient-based descent methods are avoided. We also accelerate the resulting algorithm using the OS approach and propose a principled way of scaling smoothing parameters to retain the strength of smoothing for different subset numbers. Our experimental results show that the OS approach applied to our quadratic MAP algorithms provides a considerable acceleration while retaining the advantages of quadratic spline priors.